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A REVOLUTIONARY WAY
TO DO BUSINESS
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When enough businesses take part,
we can simultaneously regenerate
our town centres and the wildlife in
our surrounding countryside.
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Through our website, we sell evouchers to customers on behalf of
participating businesses.
The cash that is raised when
customers buy the vouchers is used
to plant trees, regenerate nature,
and fight climate change. In return,
we promote your business, bringing
you new customers, loyalty, and
increased sales.
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TREEGENERATION LOCAL is a
collaboration between businesses,
shoppers, and wildlife
organisations.
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WHO ARE TREEGENERATION
AND HOW CAN WE HELP?
Hello, it’s nice to meet you!
TREEGENERATION is based in West Wales and was established to
generate income for tree planting and woodland creation projects.
Our TREEGENERATION LOCAL programme is a revolutionary way to do
business, and will create beneficial connections between you and your
customers, and wildlife restoration projects in your area.
The UK has a target to plant over 2 billion trees by 2050, in order to
become carbon neutral, and TREEGENERATION plans to make a
significant contribution to this, by supporting land managers to generate
the funds that are required.
TREEGENERATION LOCAL is a novel form of business-led
crowdfunding. Through targetted publicity drives, we promote
businesses just like yours, bringing new and loyal customers to your
web site, and through your door.
We want to get armchair shoppers back into town centres and spending
their money at local businesses. We’re not trying to make customers buy
more stuff, but we are trying to make them buy more local.

ROLLING IT OUT ...
How we'll generate income for your
business and get some trees in the ground...
GETTING STARTED
Your business makes a commitment to support the creation of new woodlands, and places
offers for goods and services on the TREEGENERATION website. We promote these offers to
customers through targetted publicity drives, using local and social media channels.
Customers purchase your offers through our website, in return for cash, which is forwarded
directly to tree planting projects in the area. When customers purchase your offers, they
receive e-vouchers which they can redeem at your business, in return for goods and services.

BUY A BRIGHTER FUTURE ...
For your customers TREEGENERATION LOCAL is an opportunity to help without hurting. It's a
crowdfunding initiative with a twist – it’s the customer’s money that goes to supporting tree planting,
but it doesn’t cost them very much, since they receive goods and/or services from your business in
return. The main "cost" to the customer is that they might have to adjust their shopping habits a little,
and make purchases from places, or in ways, that they would not ordinarily do

SEEDS OF CHANGE
The funds that we generate pay for woodland creation projects that provide value to the local
economy, through 'ecosystem services' that prevent climate change, and improve the health,
well-being, and prosperity of people who live, work, and shop in the area. In addition, new
woodlands help to tackle the biodiversity crisis, and support local wildlife through the creation
of natural habitat.

HEALTH MEANS WEALTH
Although it is the customer's money that is used to create new woodlands, it is the goods
and services that your business supplies, which add value to the local economy, and make
the creation of funds possible. The value that you provide is more than repaid, through the
publicity that you receive, leading to new customers, loyalty and increased sales. Also, the
value that you provide contributes to supporting your town centre, as a busy, and vibrant
shopping district.

MERCHANT APP
We are the TREEGENERATION
and this is OUR time!
There's been some amazing work planting trees in the UK, but for us to
become carbon neutral, there’s still so much more to do, and it's up to all
of us to do our bit and help make this happen.
To participate in TREEGENERATION LOCAL you will need to download our
MOBILE MERCHANT APP. When a customer presents an e-voucher at your
checkout, you scan it with the app, and this automatically tells us that the
sale is complete. Your business is accredited with raising cash for planting trees,
to the value of the customer’s voucher.

WHEN YOUR BUSINESS IS WITH TREEGENERATION WE WILL:
Promote your brand and direct people to your website
Get more customers into the town centre & through your door
Generate new sales and improve customer loyalty

MAKING THE MOST OF
TREEGENERATION LOCAL
To get started you will make a commitment to supply a quantified
value of goods and / or services to TREEGENERATION LOCAL, after
which you can start placing offers from your business on our website.
When we have enough offers from participating businesses, we will
start promoting the programme to customers through local and social
media channels. Customers who purchase your offers receive evouchers, which they can redeem at your business's point of sale
using the MOBILE MERCHANT APP which will be available for you to
download.
After you have repaid your commitment, you can choose to either play
again, or call it a day. As the programme rolls out, the cash that is
generated will be forwarded to the beneficiary organisation(s) to
create new woodlands, combat climate change, and regenerate nature.
As a participating business, you should think about how
TREEGENERATION LOCAL can be used as a tool to benefit your
business through attracting new customers, and increasing sales.
Think of it as a sales and marketing cost, or as advertising. The offers
that you place on our website should be designed to generate extra
income for you, rather than cost you money.
All your contributions to TREEGENERATION LOCAL will be recorded
and displayed on our website, so you can show your customers how
you are helping to make the world a better place. At various
milestones, we will send you certificates, to verify your contributions,
and the positive impact that they are making.

BUYBRIGHT
The offers that your business sells through
TREEGENERATION LOCAL provide ways for your
customers to help without hurting. The money that
they pay goes to supporting the creation of new
woodland, but they’re not out of pocket since they
receive goods and services from you in return.

EXAMPLES

GIVEWELL
As an alternative to BUYBRIGHT, your business can
offer to share the load. Here customers make a
donation at the same time as buying your business’
offers, so the value that is generated for woodland
projects is shared between the two of you.

EXAMPLES

CORNER
CAFE

MOT TESTING
STATION

KARATE
SCHOOL

Buy one get one free,
with all day breakfasts
on Thursday and
Friday mornings.

20% off MOT for this
month only

Free introductory
session at the
Village Hall

Pay £7.50

Pay £10

Pay £20

MILK ROUND

HEALTH &
FITNESS CLUB

DOLPHIN
CRUISE

Donate £5 to a
woodland project and
get £5 off your first
week's delivery.

Donate £50 to a
woodland project and
get 50% off your first
month's membership

Give £10 to tree
planting, and we'll
knock £15 off your
ticket price.

Pay £10

Pay £100

Pay £25

NEXT STEPS
We are currently doing market research, and seeking Expressions of
Interest from pioneer businesses for a pilot programme in West Wales.
If you are interested in your business being part of this unique initiative,
or have any other feedback, please complete the short form on our
website.
Expression of Interest will remain open until we have a good number of
businesses on board, after which we will begin the pilot rollout, and
send you more information about how to get started.

To tell us what you think, or express an interest in taking part,
please complete the form at

www.treegeneration.uk/local

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
TREEGENERATION is a revolutionary way
to do business, and there are a lot of new
ideas. So here are answers to a few of the
questions we get asked most often.
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How much do I need to
commit to?
You can commit to whatever value you feel
comfortable with. If the rollout is not working
out for your business, you can withdraw any
offers you have made before fulfilling your
commitment. On the other hand if the rollout
benefits your business, you can "top up" your
commitment and keep on going with it.

Will my business need to
download the mobile app?
It is not absolutely necessary to download the
app, and there are paper based alternatives.
The app is a more streamlined, and secure
system for completing a sale though. In the
future we plan to offer integrated Point Of Sale
solutions but we are not at that stage just yet.
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Will there be a sign-up fee
for my business?
There is no fee for your business to sign up
to TREEGENERATION LOCAL. We will take
a percentage of the funds raised through the
programme in order to cover the costs of running
the project, and promoting your business offers.
For the pilot our cut will be 20% but we plan to
reduce that in future rollouts.

How long will the rollout
go on for?
TREEGENERATION will set fundraising targets
with the beneficiary organisation(s). After there
are enough businesses on board, we will
launch it and start a publicity drive to sell your
offers to the public. The publicity drive will last
for a few short weeks, or until all the fund
raising targets have been achieved. If we do
not reach the target, then we will launch a
second round later on. If the rollout is a
success, we may choose to do additional
rounds in the future, to raise funds for more
woodland.

contact@treegeneration.uk
www.treegeneration.uk
Treegeneration Ltd is registered in England and Wales no. 12805137.

